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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mission 
Urban Bike Project (“UBP”) supports Wilmington communities by providing access to bicycling as a 
healthy, affordable, and practical means of transportation and recreation. We serve over 1,500 
Wilmington youth and adults annually, all of whom enjoy more fitness, less stress, a stronger connection 
with nature and their communities, and financial savings of hundreds of dollars a year as a result of 
access to bicycling for both transportation and recreation provided by our programs.  

 

History 
The 2022-2025 Strategic Plan looks ahead to the next phase of Urban Bike Project initiatives providing 
greater depth and breadth of programming to youth, increasing availability of services to adults, and 
uplifting community voices to promote street designs that allow everyone in the neighborhood to get 
home safely. This work builds upon a foundation of sustainable, measured growth that has always been 
responsive to the community’s needs and wants. 

UBP started in the living room of co-founders Brian Windle and David Hallberg. Brian and David were 
friends living in the Trinity Vicinity and refurbishing salvaged bikes as a hobby. Whenever they were set 
up outside working, neighborhood kids would stop by looking for help with chains and flat tire repairs. 
As word spread, longer and longer lines formed. Brian and David, along with third co-founder Sarah 
Green, recognized an unmet demand for affordable bike services in Wilmington neighborhoods. In 2005 
they formed the Urban Bike Project of Wilmington, Inc. and began accepting donations of used bicycles.  

In the 17 years since, Urban Bike Project has grown into a thriving, community-based center for 
equitable mobility.  
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2006
•UBP is approved by the IRS for 501(c)(3) status

2008

•Operations move to the first official location in the basement of 1908 N. Market Street
•Donations from Bread for the Journey and White Clay Bicycle Club allow UBP to launch the first Open 

Shop Program and welcome our first DIY repair customers.

2011

•UBP offers its first youth programs in partnership with community advocate Corry Wright: Earn-A-Bike 
camps for Thomas Edison Charter School, Stubbs Elementary School, and residents of the East Side and 
Southbridge neighborhoods.

2012 
•A part-time Youth Program Coordinator is hired to expand the Earn-A-Bike program to additoinal 

schools and organizations.

2013
•The building at 1908 N. Market Street is condemend and UBP moves to our current home at 1500 N. 

Walnut Street

2014
•UBP launches the Youth Shop program, a drop-in style weekly program serving neighborhood youth 

ages 8-17. The program pilot is funded by a grant from Chichester du Pont Foundation.

2015
•UBP expands its Executive Director position from part-time to full-time with seed money from the 

Laffey McHugh Foundation.

2017
•UBP secures a 30-year, $1/year lease from the City of Wilmington for 1500 N. Walnut Street. In 

exchange, UBP agrees to renovate the building.

2018
•The part-time Shop Manager position expands to full-time with help from a Longwood Foundation 

grant.

2019
•UBP celebrates its Grand Reopening after a successful $500,000 capital campaign and completion of 

building renovations.

2020

•UBP adapts quickly to COVID shutdowns to offer repair services by appointment while moving bike sales 
online. Bike sales skyrocket from 350 bikes sold in 2019 to 943 in 2020. 

•Youth programs are suspended due to the pandemic

2021

•Youth Shop and summer camps resume
•UBP secures $75,000 in funding to hire a full-time Youth Program Coordinator and embark on major 

expansions to existing youth programs.

17 Years of Urban Bike Project 
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The Need for Bicycle and Mobility Services in Wilmington 
Urban Bike Project’s work has always been fundamentally driven by the needs of our community, as 
expressed to us by community members. Our services fill a need for transportation in Wilmington that is 
not addressed by any other governmental or non-profit entity. These unique services make important 
contributions to the landscape of mobility, youth development and outdoor activity for health and 
wellness in the city. 

Reliable, Efficient, and Affordable Transportation 
Access to transportation means access to opportunity, employment, resources, health care, family and 
friends, and independence. For these reasons, transportation has been identified as a key Social 
Determinant of Health, or one of the social and environmental conditions that determines physical and 
mental health1. Reliable transportation allows us to access what we need when we need it and can often 
be the difference between keeping a job and losing it. A key Harvard study from 2015 analyzing data on 
5 million American children found that access to reliable transportation was one of the most critical 
factors in predicting whether an individual can escape from poverty – more predictive even than school 
test scores or percentage of two-parent households in a community2. Efficient transportation allows us 
to manage our daily schedules for personal and professional success. Affordable transportation helps 
low-income households balance tight budgets. This is especially important in New Castle County, where 
half of low-income households are transportation cost-burdened, meaning they spend more than 25% 
of household income on transportation3. In turn, affordable transportation frees up more resources for 
quality housing, healthy food, education, and other components critical to healthy life outcomes. 

In the United States, personal motor vehicles are viewed as the default mode of transportation when we 
design our roads, allocate transportation funding, and make and enforce the many laws and policies that 
impact transportation access. As with all American cities, Wilmington’s roadways prioritize motor 
vehicles, often at the exclusion of other modes of travel, even though approximately 20% of Wilmington 
households do not have access to a personal vehicle4. Low-income residents and residents of color are 
especially likely to bear the costs of car-centric transportation infrastructure; they are far less likely to 

 
1 Samantha Artiga and Elizabeth Hinton, “Beyond Health Care: The Role of Social Determinants in Promoting 
Health and Health Equity,” Kaiser Family Foundation, May 10, 2018, https://www.kff.org/racial-equity-and-health-
policy/issue-brief/beyond-health-care-the-role-of-social-determinants-in-promoting-health-and-health-equity/ 
2 Mikayla Bouchard, “Transportation Emerges as Crucial to Escaping Poverty,” New York Times, May 7, 2015, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/07/upshot/transportation-emerges-as-crucial-to-escaping-
poverty.html#:~:text=In%20a%20large%2C%20continuing%20study,there%20moving%20up%20the%20ladder. 
3 Wilmapco, Transportation and Housing Costs (2016), 7, chrome-
extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/http://www.wilmapco.org/data/TranspHousingCosts_DataReport.
pdf 
4 “Estimated Percent Housing Units for which No Vehicles are Available” shaded by city, 2010 census data, Policy 
Map, last retrieved May 27, 2022, https://www.policymap.com/newmaps#/ 
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own a car, far more likely to live along busy roads that contribute to high rates of childhood asthma and 
other medical conditions, and far more likely to be killed by motor vehicles while walking or biking.5 6 7 

While Delaware roads continue to prioritize motor vehicle travel over other modes, car ownership 
remains prohibitively expensive for a large percentage of Wilmington residents. The average cost of 
owning and operating a new motor vehicle in the United States is $9,282 per year,8 while the median 
household income in Wilmington is $45,1399 and the average annual household income of an Urban 
Bike Project free bike applicant is only $7,038. When Urban Bike Project customers do accrue enough 
funds to purchase a car, many are forced to purchase older vehicles in poor condition due to limited 
access to upfront capital and poor credit. These cars break often, and when they do our customers 
rarely have the funds to repair them. 

Urban Bike Project served 1,547 adults in 2021, 46% of whom rely partially or exclusively on their 
bicycles for transportation.10 Most of these customers are also regular transit users. They rely on their 
bicycles to get to and from bus stops, which are often a mile or more from their end destination. They 
also rely on bicycles for short trips that can be completed more efficiently by bicycle than by transit and 
for transportation during times when buses are not running. The latter is especially important to our 
many customers who work night shifts or early morning shifts at restaurants, warehouses, and the Port 
of Wilmington. Transit services are and must always be a cornerstone of mobility for low-income 
residents, but by themselves they are often insufficient to meet all of one’s transportation needs. 

Bicycles and improved bicycle infrastructure are critical parts of the solution if we want to achieve safe 
and equitable access to transportation for all Wilmington residents. 

Youth Development 
Bicycles provide a source of fitness and a means of both physical and mental health for young people. 
Delaware currently ranks as one of the poorest states in the country for youth health outcomes. For 
example, 53% of Delaware youth do not exercise regularly, tying Delaware for fifth worst in the nation11. 

 
5 Smart Growth America and National Complete Streets Coalition, Dangerous By Design (2021): 26-27, chrome-
extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https://smartgrowthamerica.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/03/Dangerous-By-Design-2021-update.pdf 
6 Christina M Pacheco et al, “Homes of low-income minority families with asthmatic children have increased 
condition issues,” Allergy and Asthma Proceedings 35, no 6 (Nov-Dec 2014): 467-474, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4210655/ 
7 Marissa Hauptman et al, “Proximity to Major Roadways and Asthma Symptoms in the School Inner-City Asthma 
Study,” Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 145, no 1 (Jan 2020): 119-126, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6949366/ 
8 “Average Annual Cost of New Car Ownership Increases 5% to $9,282,” American Auto Association, last retrieved 
May 27, 2022, https://www.aaa.com/autorepair/articles/average-annual-cost-of-new-vehicle-ownership 
9 “Quick Facts Wilmington City, Delaware,” US Census Bureau, last retrieved May 27, 2022, 
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/wilmingtoncitydelaware 
10 Urban Bike Project, Annual Report (2021): 7 & 15, https://www.urbanbikeproject.com/about-us/2015-annual-
report/ 
11 “Children and Teens Not Exercising Regularly in Delaware,” Kids Count Data Center, last updated May 2021, 
https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data/tables/9702-children-and-teens-not-exercising-
regularly?loc=9&loct=2#detailed/2/9/false/1696,1648,1603/any/18946 
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The impacts of poor health are compounded in Wilmington's low-income communities, where youth 
often lack access to adequate health care. 

Bicycles also provide access to transportation for Wilmington youth. In the East Side, home to 16% of 
UBP’s youth program participants, over 60% of households do not have access to even a single car. In 
other neighborhoods we serve, such as Riverside and Vandever Ave, roughly 40% of households do not 
own cars.12 Even among the households that do have access to cars, many only have one vehicle which 
limits how much access children and teens in the home have to motorized transportation. Bicycle 
transportation is a transformative resource for youth, helping them gain independence and self-efficacy, 
and allowing them to access resources and employment.  

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, bicycles connect with many Wilmington youth who are at 
greatest risk of getting involved with violent crime. Wilmington youth are increasingly vulnerable to 
violence – COVID disruptions have left youth anxious and struggling, and rates of violent crimes 
committed by youth against youth have spiked dramatically in the past two years.13 A primary 
recommendation of the CDC study on youth violence in Wilmington is to "foster violence-free 
environments and promote positive opportunities and connections to trusted adults" through out-of-
school programs.14 

Outdoor Recreation 
The benefits of active outdoor recreation are well established through robust and longstanding 
research, including improved fitness and physical health, stress relief, quality time spent with family and 
friends, and good old-fashioned fun. Physical activity, and especially outdoor activities, have been 
shown to increase happiness, contribute to feelings of optimism, and even reduce rates of crime and 
other anti-social behavior15. When COVID lockdown measures went into place in 2020, countries across 
the world experienced a surge in demand for outdoor recreation. The United States saw a 28% increase 
in activity on the popular activity tracking app Strava, and while that spike has abated somewhat since 
2020, much of the increase remains.16 

 
12 “Estimated Percent Housing Units for which No Vehicles are Available” shaded by Block Group, 2010 census 
data, Policy Map, last retrieved May 27, 2022, https://www.policymap.com/newmaps#/ 
13 Cris Barrish, “Surge in street ‘assassinations’ make 2021 Wilmington’s deadliest year for gun violence,” WHYY, 
December 17, 2021, https://whyy.org/articles/surge-in-street-assassinations-make-2021-wilmingtons-deadliest-
year-for-gun-violence/ 
14 CDC Community Advisory Council, Accelerating Youth Violence Prevention and Positive Development: A Call to 
Action (January 16, 2017): 3, chrome-
extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/http://www.wilmcommunityadvisorycouncil.org/uploads/1/1/6/8
/116813203/communityadvisorycouncilfinalreport.pdf 
15 Barbara Eigenschenk et al, “Benefits of Outdoor Sports for Society: A Systemic Literature Review and Reflections 
on Evidence,” International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 16, no 6 (March 2019): 937, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6466442/ 
16 Joe Lindsey, “The Pandemic Bike Boom is Here to Stay,” Outside Online, January 16, 2021, 
https://www.outsideonline.com/outdoor-gear/bikes-and-biking/privateer-141-mountain-bike-outside-editors-
choice-2022/ 
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In the wake of the continuing COVID-19 pandemic and increased visibility for bicycling as a healthy and 
fun form of outdoor recreation, Urban Bike Project has a unique opportunity to capitalize on this 
momentum and generate sustained interest in cycling and cycling infrastructure.  

 

Looking Back: Summary of Accomplishments from the 2018 
Strategic Plan 
Over the course of the past five years, Urban Bike Project grew from a still grassroots organization with 
only one full time employee to a thriving, serious player in the Wilmington non-profit landscape with a 
wide customer and donor base, a newly renovated building, three full-time positions, a part-time 
mechanic position, and youth interns. We have worked steadily to build positive relationships with our 
neighbors and communities across the city and are proud to be known as an organization that “does 
things the right way” and is able to accomplish a lot with relatively little. Through a series of successes 
implementing the 2018-2021 Urban Bike Project Strategic Plan, we have built a platform for ourselves to 
more effectively provide positive youth development, influence more equitable transportation 
infrastructure, and uplift community voices.  

Shop Renovations 
In 2019, UBP completed renovations to our shop building and offices at 1500 North Walnut Street after 
a $500,000 capital campaign. The renovated building provides a stable and sustainable base of 
operations for the organization with low operating and maintenance costs. Through an agreement with 
the City of Wilmington, UBP secured a 30-year lease for $1/year with the requirement that we renovate 
the building. The renovations created a more versatile space that can accommodate a variety of 
programs and events, increased organizational visibility, and improved the curb appeal of the building so 
that we can serve as better neighbors. 

Community Engagement 
Over the last five years, UBP built a robust slate of community engagement initiatives across the city, 
including West Side mobile repair clinics, a schedule of social rides, and most recently Open Streets 
Wilmington. These initiatives build relationships with diverse communities and set the stage for further 
conversations around mobility in Wilmington’s communities. 

Sustainable Revenue and Staff Expansion 
Through measured growth and a strategic combination of grant funding and program generated 
revenue, Urban Bike Project has successfully expanded and sustained additional staff positions. We 
leveraged grants to make the Shop Manager position full-time and to add part time mechanics positions. 
UBP also achieved a goal of consistently funding 30% of operating costs through self-generated program 
revenue (e.g., sales of bikes and bike parts). Most recently, we secured grant funding to add a third full 
time position of Youth Program Coordinator. These staff expansions allow UBP to deliver more 
programs, which generates greater community impact.  
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Engaged Board and Improved Board Function 
Since 2018, Urban Bike Project has recruited engaged and talented board members who have created 
systems for improved organizational function, including amended by-laws, a Human Resources policy, 
and a new committee structure that more closely reflects the changing needs of the organization. These 
talented and motivated board members, coupled with the improved foundational policies, help position 
UBP to achieve the goals set forth in the 2022-2025 Strategic Plan. 

 

Developing the 2022 Strategic Plan 
Development of this Strategic Plan occurred over the course of 2020 and 2021 and was informed by 
customers, stakeholders, board members and UBP staff.  

UBP kicked off development of the Strategic Plan with a customer survey. Customers could take the 
survey online or on paper in the shop. Thirty-eight surveys were filled out in total. More than 90% of 
respondents expressed interest in mechanics classes, and more than 70% were somewhat or very 
interested in social rides, bike tours and community events at the shop. When asked about UBP’s 
services for adults, more than 90% indicated a desire for more hours for do-it-yourself repairs and 
shopping. Nearly 70% were interested in a work-trade program to earn bikes or bike parts. The survey 
also asked about ways to help make Wilmington a better place to ride a bike. 100% of all respondents 
listed bike lanes and bike paths as important, and all but one respondent indicated that bike resources 
like bike parking and repair stands are also important. 

While the number of customers filling out the survey was 
small, due in part to limited shop hours and capacity during 
the pandemic, the results are indicative of a desire by UBP 
customers for UBP to provide more services and easier 
access to those services. They also indicate a very strong 
desire for safe and convenient biking infrastructure. The 
goals and objectives of the 2022-2025 UBP Strategic Plan are 
responsive to these needs. 

In addition, this plan was informed by stakeholder 
interviews. UBP received a small grant and technical 
assistance from the Delaware Alliance for Non-Profit 
Advancement (DANA) to conduct stakeholder interviews in 
support of the plan using a third-party facilitator. The 
selected facilitator, Wilfred Sherk, worked with UBP staff 
and board members on a survey instrument and conducted 
30-45 minute interviews with eight current or prospective 
partners of UBP. These interviews were conducted in 

Stakeholder organizations 
interviewed 
Representatives from the following 
organizations participated in the 
stakeholder interviews: 

Teen Warehouse/REACH Riverside 

Project New Start 

The Challenge Program 

STRIVE 

West Side Grows Together 

Network Connect 

CityFest 
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February and March 2021. In general, the interviews revealed that partner organizations view UBP as a 
successful organization that contributes unique and valuable services to the City of Wilmington and its 
residents. The interviewees also noted opportunities for improved marketing of UBP services, and some 
noted opportunities to work on equity in mobility and transportation as well as workforce development 
opportunities. 

In response to increasing concerns about Delaware’s high pedestrian fatality rates and the perceived 
danger of biking in Wilmington, the board asked the UBP Executive Director to investigate gaps in 
bicycle infrastructure that exist in Wilmington to inform this Strategic Plan. The Executive Director 
solicited feedback and perspectives from a variety of transportation professionals, including planners, 
engineers and advocates working for government agencies, private firms specializing in the design and 
construction of transportation infrastructure, and non-profit organizations to help inform the existing 
conditions analysis. UBP staff also spoke with community leaders and attended public workshops on 
upcoming transportation projects. The most common gap identified was that neighborhood voices, 
especially those of individuals with fewer resources who are more likely to be transit users, cyclists, and 
pedestrians, are rarely represented at the decision-making table.  

The customer survey, stakeholder survey and existing conditions analysis were followed up by a day long 
UBP Board retreat in the Fall of 2021. During the retreat, board members, along with the Executive 
Director, reviewed UBP progress and success, discussed emerging needs for both UBP itself but also 
emerging needs for equity in transportation and infrastructure decision-making, and prioritized actions.  
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2022-2025 URBAN BIKE 
PROJECT STRATEGIC PLAN 

The goals, objectives and strategies outlined below focus UBP on its core mission of providing access to 
bicycling while also incorporating the feedback received from our diverse stakeholders, including a new 
focus on ensuring bicycling infrastructure in Wilmington is adequate to support safe transportation 
bicycling. These goals build upon five successful years growing UBP’s programs and sales, expanding its 
staffing capacity, and renovating its bike shop and office space. 

Goal 1: Provide a comprehensive resource for Wilmington residents 
to meet their transportation needs through biking with a particular 
focus on low-income Wilmington residents. 

 

Urban Bike Project is the only entity currently working in Wilmington to help residents bridge gaps in 
mobility, especially those without access to motor vehicles. UBP serves more than 1,500 Wilmington 

Photo: Ms. Wilson poses with the bicycle she received through UBP’s Free Bike Program. She uses her 
bike to enjoy greater independence and self-sufficiency. Photo credit: Michael Kalmbach 
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adults through sales of affordable used bikes and repair services, including 70 individuals who receive 
services completely free of charge through our Free Bike Program. Our Free Bike Program partners, 
referring agencies, and customers continue to report mobility challenges as a major limiting factor in 
achieving independence and attaining life goals. In a 2020 survey of customers asking their feedback on 
how we could better meet their transportation needs, 79% of respondents stated that they simply 
needed the shop to be open more frequently. Strategic expansions to our adult services to help 
customers overcome mobility challenges is one of the organization’s key priorities for 2025. 

Objective 1.1:  Maintain, and when feasible, increase the hours UBP is open for 
bike sales and do-it-yourself bike repairs with a particular focus on adding 
daytime hours. 

 Maintain staffing and volunteer levels adequate for existing and expanded Open Shop hours by: 
o Increasing and diversifying revenue streams (see Objective 4.1 below) 
o Attracting and maintaining staff (see Objective 4.2 below) 
o Building and maintaining a reliable volunteer base (see Objective 4.2 below) 

 
 Increase the supply of used high quality bikes and used bike parts donated to UBP by: 

o Partnering with new organizations for donations 
o Increasing the number and geographic reach of used bike drives 
o Increasing the visibility of Urban Bike Project through marketing and media campaigns 

Objective 1.2: Increase the number and diversity of Wilmington residents using 
UBP as a resource for their transportation needs 

 Partner with and educate Wilmington-based social service organizations, especially re-entry, 
workforce development and substance abuse programs, to increase awareness of our services 
among those who need them most by: 

o Compiling a list of social service agencies in Wilmington who may benefit from partnerships 
with UBP and seeking opportunities to collaborate with these organizations 

o Attending conferences/meetings of relevant social service organizations to initiate new 
relationships with relevant organizations 
 

 Explore the feasibility of partnering with social service organizations on a work-trade program for 
adults by: 

o Surveying existing partner organizations and customers to assess interest and need 
o Creating a draft program structure and determining necessary resources for implementation 

 
 Host mobile repair and used bike sales events throughout the city by: 

o Continuing successful partnership with West Side Grows Together 
o Partnering with organizations to expand mobile clinics to additional neighborhoods 
o Obtaining a van and trailer to facilitate mobile clinics and bike drives 
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 Raise community awareness of UBP as a resource for community members by: 

o Participating in community events, including festivals and parades 
o Partnering with CityFest to host community events at the shop 

 
 Raise awareness of biking as a viable and affordable transportation option for Wilmington 

residents by: 
o Continuing to plan and host social rides featuring Wilmington streets and neighborhoods 
o Providing training on safe biking strategies for UBP customers and others 
o Capitalizing on the Commuter Challenge to dialogue about biking as transportation 

Metrics of Success for Goal 1 

 Number of hours the shop is open for do-it-yourself repairs and sales 
 Number and value of donated bikes 
 Number of program participants 
 Number of first-time program participants, including data on how customers learn about us 
 Number of community events attended/contacts at community events 

Goal 2: Engage Wilmington youth in all aspects of biking for both 
transportation and positive youth development. 

Photo: Youth riders at the Open Streets: 4th Street event. Photo credit: Shakira Hunt 
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“You can make more 
money with basketball, 
but bikes…. Bikes are 
life” 

-UBP program participant 

 

Urban Bike Project currently works with roughly 175 youth each year who find joy and release in    
bicycling. One young man recently shared with youth program staff 
that his two sports were basketball and riding bicycles. When asked if 
he had a favorite of the two, he responded “Well you can make more 
money with basketball, but bikes... Bikes are life.” The utility of 
bicycles as an instrument of independence, paired with the known 
health benefits of outdoor exercise, uniquely positions bicycles to 
address many physical and mental health needs of Wilmington youth. Their drive to ride bikes motivates 
our youth to show up at our doorstep and to keep showing up, which opens the door for us to engage 
with them on a deeper level. 

Recent renovations to our shop allow us to accommodate more people and more uses than ever before, 
and as of the writing of this document UBP had received $65,000 in grant funding to strategically 
prioritize growth in youth services. UBP will leverage these resources to create more opportunities for 
youth to channel their passion for bicycling into positive development. 

Objective 2.1: Develop and launch Urban Bike Explorers tiered youth programs 

 Recruit a qualified Youth Program Coordinator to develop and implement programs by: 
o Advertising the position and interviewing candidates 
o Developing ant orientation and training program for the new position 

 
 Improve the process for recruiting, training, and maintaining volunteers specifically for youth 

programs, including recruiting volunteers with specialized skills like mountain biking and bicycle 
mechanics, by: 

o Creating a list of clearly defined volunteer positions needed for Urban Bike Explorers 
programs and advertising these opportunities (see Objective 4.2) 

o Partnering with the Delaware Youth Athletic Alliance to provide mandatory training courses 
on youth mentoring, trauma-informed care, mandatory reporting, and DEI (diversity, equity, 
and inclusion) 

o Partnering with the Delaware NICA League to train mountain biking volunteers on important 
cycling-specific safety practices   
 

 Create a strategy to sustainably fund Urban Bike Explorers for at least five years by: 
o Applying to receive a “49,9” contract with Department of Health and Human Services 
o Identifying and applying for other potential sources of funding, such as 21st Century Funds 

and Community Development Block Grants. 
o Exploring the feasibility of expanding involvement with local schools as a means of reaching 

more students while accessing additional funding sources 

Objective 2.2: Expand paid employment opportunities for teens 
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 Partner with the City of Wilmington youth jobs program and other youth workforce 
development programs 

 Create a pipeline for Urban Bike Explorers participants to graduate into paid internships 
working as mechanics by: 

o Securing funding to offer in-house internships 
o Developing partnerships with local bike shops to place Urban Bike Explorer youth in 

part-time jobs with them. 

Objective 2.3: Increase access for girls and female-identifying youth, currently 
underrepresented, to Urban Bike Project programs 

 Target recruitment efforts specifically to female participants by: 
o Partnering with Girls, Inc. and other girl-serving organizations for special programming 

and events   
o Offering girls only “try-it” recruitment events. 

 
 Offer girl-specific programming, including summer camps, riding events, and mechanics 

workshops 

Metrics of Success for Goal 2 

o Number of participants in youth programs annually 
o Scores of efficacy on social-emotional learning assessment tools 
o Ratio of girls/female identifying youth participating annually 
o Number of participants moving into paid opportunities 

Goal 3: Expand and connect biking infrastructure to facilitate biking 
as a safe way to travel for all Wilmington residents. 

Photo: A local resident tries out a bike lane installed as part of a temporary “pop-up” demonstration 
during the Baynard Blvd Open Streets event. Photo credit: Laura Wilburn 
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Delaware is exceptionally unsafe for cyclists and pedestrians. In 2019, of all U.S. states, Delaware had 
the third worst rate of pedestrian fatalities per 100,000 residents (3.29), behind only Florida and New 
Mexico.  Within Delaware, the area with the highest rate of pedestrian collisions is Wilmington and 
surrounding areas.17 Statewide advocacy has helped push forward recent advances in bicycle and 
pedestrian infrastructure outside of city limits, but infrastructure within Wilmington remains largely 
unchanged. As of the writing of this document, the city contained only 5 dedicated bike lanes. Of these, 
none of them are buffered or protected and three of them span two or fewer city blocks.  

During an analysis of bike infrastructure gaps, UBP identified that neighborhood voices, especially those 
of individuals with fewer resources who are more likely to be transit users, cyclists, and pedestrians, are 
rarely represented at the decision-making table. This lack of diverse representation and dialogue 
contributes to a misperception even among community leaders that bicycle infrastructure is a resource 
for affluent recreational riders only. The majority of cyclists within Wilmington are low-income residents 
who rely on bikes for transportation and the lack of safe bicycle infrastructure disproportionately harms 
low-income and minority residents, yet proposals for safer bicycle infrastructure in low-income 
neighborhoods are often met primarily with concerns of gentrification and displacement among 
community members. 

The lack of community engagement in transportation project planning and perceptions of cycling in 
Wilmington have led to transportation improvement projects that are typically unresponsive to the full 
range of transportation needs in the community. Urban Bike Project recognizes that if we are to more 
fully achieve our mission of equitable access to cycling, our customers must have access to a safe 
network of bicycle infrastructure that connects to relevant and necessary destinations. 

With an increased state and federal focus on both pedestrian safety and the need to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions from transportation, there is renewed opportunity to amplify community voices in 
transportation planning. Capitalizing on these opportunities is a UBP priority for 2025. 

Objective 3.1: Magnify the voices of neighborhoods and residents who depend on 
bikes for transportation 

 Facilitate community dialogue about non-motorized transportation needs and how residents can 
engage in decision-making by: 

o Hosting community events at the UBP shop to solicit feedback and provide education about 
how to engage in the transportation decision-making process 

o Partnering with project specific transportation planning efforts to hold workshops at the 
shop and to participate as vendors at Open Streets events to actively solicit participation 
from neighbors and customers 

 

 
17 “2019 Ranking of State Pedestrian Fatality Rates,” National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, retrieved on 
May 27, 2022, https://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/States/StatesPedestrians.aspx 
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 Provide opportunities for community leaders and elected officials to learn about the importance 
of biking as transportation and the lived experience of those who do not have access to vehicles 
by: 

o Hosting mobility justice tours 
o Partnering with relevant organizations to record oral or video stories of UBP customers and 

their transportation challenges and successes 
 

 Serve on transportation and biking related committees that influence decision-making to bring 
the views of often underrepresented voices to the table by: 

o Actively participating in the WILMAPCO Non-motorized Transportation Committee 
o Serving on the Future Trails of Norther Delaware Committee, led by Delaware Greenways 
o Participating in Bike Wilmington meetings 
o Cultivating relationships with DelDOT and Wilmington Public Works project design 

departments 

Objective 3.2: Build support for infrastructure investments that prioritize non-
motorized transportation solutions through community-informed and 
community-driven demonstration projects 

 Build upon the successful Open Streets Wilmington pilot project by: 
o Engaging additional partners in Open Streets Wilmington 
o Securing additional funding sources and paid interns to assist with project implementation 
o Working with local media outlets to increase visibility of each Open Streets event. 
o Ensuring a diversity of voices on the Open Streets Wilmington steering committee. 

 
 Participate in and advocate for pop-up demonstration projects that serve to expand awareness of 

the benefits of safer multi-modal street design by: 
o Partnering with UD Living Lab, DelDOT, and community organizations to plan appropriate 

pop-up projects 
o Capitalizing on successful Open Streets Projects to build support for pop-up demos 

Metrics of Success for Goal 3 
Achieving the objectives in Goal 3 will require cooperation, coordination, and support of a broad base of 
decision-makers and community members. We can measure the important but modest role of UBP in 
achieving these objectives by reporting progress on the following metrics: 

 Number of opportunities for community dialogue in transportation investments facilitated 
directly by UBP 

 Number of committee meetings participated in by UBP staff or designated representative 
 Attendance at Open Streets events 
 Number of multi-modal transportation projects supported by UBP’s community organizing 

efforts that get funded. 
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Photo: While our shop was under construction in 2019, UBP hosted an Open House. Community 
members were invited to create their own tiles with help from Creative Vision Factory, which are now 
displayed in the work area of the shop. Photo credit: Laura Wilburn 

Goal 4: Maintain and grow a healthy organization with a broad base 
of community support 

With the completion of the capital campaign and renovations to its headquarters and shop at 1500 
North Walnut Street, Urban Bike Project has significantly expanded its capacity to help community 
members access biking for transportation and recreation. In order to achieve the outcomes outlined in 
Goals 1-3 above, UBP must increase and diversify its revenue stream, primarily to ensure that we can 
attract and retain qualified and committed staff members who form the backbone of our organization.  

The UBP benefits from a small but engaged Board who provide not just administrative oversight and 
support, but often volunteer to assist with Open Shop and Youth Shop, staff tables at events, solicit bike 
donations and prepare food for hungry event participants. With strategic changes to improve board 
function and member recruitment, the Board can more effectively support the goals of UBP. 

A strategic priority of UBP for the next three years is to improve organizational health by increasing and 
diversifying revenue streams, attracting and retaining staff, and improving board effectiveness. 
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Objective 4.1: Increase and diversify UBP’s revenue stream 
 
 Maintain and increase revenue from bike and parts sales by: 

o Expanding partnerships and geographic scope for bike drives 
o Developing an inventory system for retail items to allow better tracking of sales and return 

on investment 
o Developing consistent procedures for Craig’s List and eBay sales and recruiting volunteers to 

help manage listings. 
o Maintaining a part-time shop mechanic position, hiring youth interns, and more effectively 

leveraging volunteers to help refurbish used bikes. 
 

 Increase UBP’s donor base and annual revenue from donations by: 
o Growing the annual giving campaign by setting annual fundraising goals and engaging board 

members in identifying and reaching new donors  
o Growing participation in the Do More 24 annual campaign 
o Developing and implementing a donor communication and retention strategy 

 
 Increase UBP’s ability to successfully compete for grant funding for operations and special 

initiatives by: 
o Establishing new relationships with relevant organizations who can provide funding 

assistance in future years, including less traditional partnerships like arts and culture 
organizations 

o Building grant writing and management skills of UBP staff 
o Maintaining and increasing self-generated program revenues that can be used for grant 

match requirements 
 

 Use events strategically to cultivate donors and raise funds by: 
o Building the newly launched “Commuter Challenge” into UBP’s flagship annual fundraising 

event within three years 
o Utilizing the annual “Crisp Classic” or similar event(s) to highlight the mission and services of 

the UBP for a broad regional audience likely to become repetitive donors 
 

Objective 4.2: Attract and retain staff and build an engaged and reliable volunteer 
base 

 Improve competitiveness of the employee compensation package by: 
o Reviewing available salary and benefit surveys from DANA or other sources 
o Identifying opportunities to incorporate health benefits into the compensation package for 

full time employees 
o Assessing the need for salary increases and developing funding strategies to meet this need 

 
 Build staff capacity by: 
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o Providing training/mentoring opportunities for new staff 
o Hiring youth interns recruited from the local community 
o Maintaining adequate funding levels for a part-time shop mechanic position 
o Developing a succession plan for the Executive Director 

 
 Improve volunteer recruitment efforts by: 

o Reactivating the UBP volunteer committee to coordinate volunteer engagement efforts 
o Identifying specific volunteer tasks and opportunities and advertising opportunities in a 

variety of ways including on the Volunteer Delaware webpage 
o Creating well defined volunteer roles with accompanying training programs offered 

routinely, including trainings on shop policies and procedures, mechanics, teaching and 
engaging with customers, and safely leading social rides. 

o Cultivating esprit de corps among volunteers through social events 

Objective 4.3: Raise the visibility and profile of Urban Bike Project and of 
opportunities for bicycling in Wilmington  

 Develop and implement a coordinated media/marketing strategy by: 
o Assessing the reach and engagement of previous social media posts to determine best 

practices to increase visibility of future posts 
o Seeking opportunities to amplify UBP successes through traditional media outlets, including 

editorials 
o Updating tabling display and ensuring wide-distribution of traditional marketing materials 

like tri-fold brochures 
 

 Create opportunities for public engagement with Urban Bike Project’s shop and bicycling through 
free community events by: 

o Hosting social rides and bike tours of Wilmington 
o Making the UBP shop available as a host space for community events, especially during 

quiet winter months 
 

 Maintain and expand outreach programs with local organizations, schools, and businesses by: 
o Host workshops on mechanics and safe riding and social rides for partner organizations 
o Host corporate and school volunteer groups  

Objective 4.4: Improve engagement and effectiveness of UBP Board 

 Increase the number and diversity of board members by: 
o Actively soliciting board membership from Wilmington neighborhoods 
o Developing a consistent Board recruiting and on-boarding procedure including use of a New 

Board Member packet with information on the organization, Board member roles and 
responsibilities, etc.  

o Exploring the feasibility and usefulness of establishing an Advisory Board 

 Increase engagement of board members in annual giving campaigns, events, and committees by: 
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o Developing and implementing a well-defined committee structure that aligns with needs 
identified in this strategic plan and effectively utilizes Board member expertise 

o Developing a process to annually recognize and celebrate Board member contributions, 
provide feedback on Board member roles and performance, and acknowledge Board 
member conflicts of interest 
 

Metris of Success for Goal 4 

 Number of annual donors and number of annual repeat donors 
 Revenue from donations 
 Revenue from bike and parts sales 
 New grants applied for and received 
 Number of social media followers and “reach” 
 Staff retention and job satisfaction 
 Number of repeat volunteers 
 Number of annual volunteer hours 
 Number of board members participating in meetings, committees, and events 
 Number of new board members 
 Percentage of board members who are repeat annual donors 
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IMPLEMENTING THE 2022-
2025 STRATEGIC PLAN 

UBP will continue to provide opportunities for Wilmington residents to access bicycling as a safe and 
affordable means of mobility and recreation in the coming years. In the near term, programmatic 
priorities will include implementing the first phases of the UBP Urban Bike Explorers youth program 
expansion and continuing to develop and grow the new Open Streets Wilmington Initiative. Key to all of 
the programmatic goals is increasing the staffing capacity of UBP by funding and sustaining additional 
staff positions and recruiting and retaining volunteers. 

The remaining strategies outlined in this Strategic Plan will be implemented according to when 
opportunities for growth in staff capacity, funding, and partnerships arise in differing programmatic 
areas. UBP may also seize opportunities not envisioned in this plan as they arise, but which help 
accomplish the four key goals outlined above.  

Urban Bike Project has become a cornerstone of equitable mobility in Wilmington. The future of 
bicycling in Wilmington looks bright as we start this next chapter. 

 


